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Abstract. Strategic games model the interaction among simultaneous decisions
of agents. The starting point of strategic games is a set of players (agents) having
strategies (decisions) and preferences on the game’s outcomes. In this paper we
do not assume the decisions and preferences of agents to be given in advance, but
we derive them from the agents’ mental attitudes. We specify such agents, define
a mapping from their specification to the specification of the strategic game they
play. We discuss a reverse mapping from the specification of strategic games that
agents play to a specification of those agents. This mapping can be used to specify
a group of agents that can play a strategic game, which shows that the notion of
agent system specification is expressive enough to play any kind of game.

1 Introduction

There are several approaches in artificial intelligence, cognitive science, and practical
reasoning (within philosophy) to the decision making of individual agents. Most of
these theories have been developed independently of classical decision theory based on
the expected utility paradigm (usually identified with the work of Neumann and Mor-
genstern [12] and Savage [10]) and classical game theory. In these approaches, the de-
cision making of individual autonomous agents is described in terms of other concepts
than maximizing utility. For example, since the early 40s there is a distinction between
classical decision theory and artificial intelligence based on utility aspiration levels and
goal based planning (as pioneered by Simon [11]). Qualitative decision theories have
been developed based on beliefs (probabilities) and desires (utilities) using formal tools
such as modal logic [1]. Also, these beliefs-desires models have been extended with in-
tentions or BDI models [3, 9]. Moreover, in cognitive science and philosophy the deci-
sion making of individual agents is described in terms of concepts from folk psychology
like beliefs, desires and intentions. In these studies, the decision making of individual
agents is characterized in terms of a rational balance between these concepts, and the
decision making of a group of agents is described in terms of concepts generalized from
those used for individual agents, such as joint goals, joint intentions, joint commitments,
etc. Moreover, new concepts are introduced at this social level, such as norms (a central
concept in most social theories). We are interested in the relation between AI theories
of decision making, and their classical counterparts.

We introduce a rule based qualitative decision theory for agents with beliefs and
desires. Like classical decision theory but in contrast to several proposals in the BDI
approach [3, 9], the theory does not incorporate decision processes, temporal reasoning,
and scheduling. We also ignore probabilistic decisions. In particular, we explain how



decisions and preferences of individual agents can be derived from their beliefs and
desires. We specify groups of agents and discuss the interaction between their decisions
and preferences. The problems we address are: 1) How can we map the specification of
the agent system to the specification of the strategic game that they play? This mapping
considers agent decisions as agent strategies and decision profiles (a decision for each
agent) as the outcomes of the strategic game. 2) How can we map the specification
of a strategic game to the specification of the agent system that plays the game? This
mapping provides the mental attitudes of agents that can play a strategic game. We show
that the mapping which is composed by a mapping from the specification of a strategic
games to the specification of an agent system and back is the identity relation, while
the mapping composed of a mapping from the specification of an agent system to the
specification of a strategic game and back is not necessarily the identity relation.

The layout of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the rule based qual-
itative decision theory. In section 3 we define a mapping from the specification of the
agent system to the specification of the strategic game they play. In section 4, we dis-
cuss the reverse mapping from the specification of a strategic game to the specification
of the agent system that plays the game.

2 Agents, decisions, and preferences

The specification of agent systems introduced in this section is developed for agents
that have conditional beliefs and desires. The architecture and the behavior of this type
of agent is studied in [2]. Here, we analyze this type of agent from a decision and game
theoretic point of view by studying possible decisions of individual agents and the in-
teraction between these decisions. We do so by defining an agent system specification
that indicates possible decisions of individual agents and possible decision profiles (i.e.,
multiagent decisions). We show how we can derive agent decision profiles and prefer-
ences from an agent system specification. In this section, we first define the specification
of multiagent systems. Then, we study possible and feasible individual and multiagent
decisions within an agent system specification. Finally, we discuss agents’ preference
ordering defined on the set of individual and multiagent decisions.

2.1 Agent system specification

The starting point of any theory of decision is a distinction between choices made by the
decision maker and choices imposed on it by its environment. For example, a software
upgrade agent (decision maker) may have the choice to upgrade a computer system at
a particular time of the day. The software company (the environment) may in turn al-
low/disallow such an upgrade at a particular time. Therefore, we assumen disjoint sets
of propositional atomsA = A1 ∪ . . . ∪ An with typical elementsa, b, c, . . . (agents’
decision variables [7] or controllable propositions [1]) and a set of propositional atoms
W with typical elementsp, q, r, . . . (the world parameters or uncontrollable proposi-
tions) such thatA ∩W = ∅. In the sequel, the propositional languages that are built up
from Ai, A, W, andA ∪ W atoms are denoted byLAi , LA, LW , andLAW , respec-
tively. Finally, we use variablesx, y, . . . to stand for any sentences of the languages
LAi , LA, LW , andLAW .



An agent system specification given in Definition 1 contains a set of agents and
for each agent a description of its decision problem. The agent’s decision problem is
defined in terms of its beliefs and desires, which are formalized as belief and desire
rules, a preference ordering on the powerset of the set of desire rules, a set of facts,
and an initial decision (or prior intentions). An initial decision reflects that the agent
has already made a decision (intention) in an earlier stage. One may argue that it is not
realistic to define the preference ordering on the power set of the set of desire rules
since this implies that for each agent its preference on all combinations of its individual
desires should be specified beforehand. As it is explained elsewhere [4, 5], it is possible
to define the preference ordering on the set of desire rules and then lift this ordering to
the powerset of the set of desire rules. We have chosen to define the preference ordering
on the powerset of the set of desire rules to avoid additional complexity which is not
related to the main focus of this paper. The preference ordering is also assumed to be
a preorder (i.e. reflexive, transitive, and complete). Again, although this assumption is
quite strong for realistic applications, we can use it since the main claim of this paper is
not a theory for realistic applications. Finally, we assume that agents are autonomous,
in the sense that there are no priorities between desires of distinct agents.

Definition 1 (Agent system specification).An agent system specification is a tuple
AS = 〈S, F,B, D,≥, λ0〉 that contains a set of agentsS = {α1, . . . , αn}, and for
each agentαi a finite set of factsFi ⊆ LW (F = 〈F1, . . . , Fn〉), a finite set of belief
rulesBi ⊆ LAW ×LW (B = 〈B1, . . . , Bn〉), a finite set of desire rulesDi ⊆ LAW ×
LAW (D = 〈D1, . . . , Dn〉), a relation≥i on the powerset ofDi, i.e.≥i ⊆ Pow(Di)×
Pow(Di) (≥= 〈≥1, . . . ,≥n〉) which is reflexive, transitive, and complete, and a finite
initial decisionλ0

i ⊆ LAi (λ0 = 〈λ0
1, . . . , λ

0
n〉).

In general, a belief rule is an ordered pairx ⇒ y with x ∈ LAW andy ∈ LW .
This belief rule should be interpreted as ‘the agent believesy in contextx’. A desire
rule is an ordered pairx ⇒ y with x ∈ LAW andy ∈ LAW . This desire rule should
be interpreted as ‘the agent desiresy in contextx’. It implies that the agent’s beliefs are
about the world (x ⇒ p), and not about the agent’s decisions. These beliefs can be about
the effects of decisions made by the agent (a ⇒ p) as well as beliefs about the effects
of parameters set by the world (p ⇒ q). Moreover, the agent’s desires can be about the
world (x ⇒ p, desire-to-be), but also about the agent’s decisions (x ⇒ a, desire-to-do).
These desires can be triggered by parameters set by the world (p ⇒ y) as well as by
decisions made by the agent (a ⇒ y). Modelling mental attitudes such as beliefs and
desires in terms of rules can be called modelling conditional mental attitudes [2].

2.2 Agent decisions

In the sequel we consider each agent from an agent system specification as a decision
making agent. A decisionλ of the agentαi is any consistent subset ofLAi that contains
the initial decisionλ0

i .

Definition 2 (Decisions).Let AS = 〈S, F, B, D,≥, λ0〉 be an agent system specifi-
cation,LAi be the propositional language built up fromAi, and |=Ai be satisfiability
in propositional logicsLAi . An AS decisionλ is a decision of the agentαi such that
λ0

i ⊆ λ ⊆ LAi & λ 6|=Ai⊥. The set of possible decisions of agentαi is denoted byΛi.



The set of possible decisionsΛi of an agentαi contains logically equivalent decisions.
Two decisionsλ, λ′ ∈ Λi are logically equivalent, denoted asλ ≡ λ′, if and only if for
all modelsM of LAi

: M |= λ iff M |= λ′, whereM |= λ iff ∀x ∈ λ M |= x.

Definition 3 (Non-equivalent Decisions).Let Λi be the set of possible decisions of
agentαi. A set of possible logically non-equivalent decisions of agentαi, denoted as
Λ̃i, is a subset ofΛi such that:∀λ ∈ Λi ∃λ′ ∈ Λ̃i λ ≡ λ′ & ∀λ, λ′ ∈ Λ̃i λ 6≡ λ′.

The decisions of an agent depend on the believed consequences of those decisions. The
consequences are generated by applying its belief rules to its input facts together with
those decisions. In our framework the decisions are formalized based on the notion of
extension.

Definition 4 (Belief Extension).LetCnA, CnW andCnAW be the consequence sets
for theories fromLA, LW , and LAW , respectively, and|=A, |=W and |=AW be sat-
isfiability, in propositional logicsLA, LW , andLAW , respectively. LetBi be a set of
belief rules of agentαi, λi ∈ Λi be one of its possible decisions, andFi ⊆ LA be its set
of facts. The belief consequences ofFi ∪ λi of agentαi are: Bi(Fi ∪ λi) = {y | x ⇒
y ∈ Bi, x ∈ Fi ∪ λi} and the belief extension ofFi ∪ λi is the set of the consequents of
the iterativelyBi-applicable rules:EBi(Fi ∪ λi) =

⋂
Fi∪λi⊆X,Bi(CnAW (X))⊆X X.

We give some properties of the belief extension of facts and possible decisions in Def-
inition 4. First note thatEBi(Fi ∪ λi) is not closed under logical consequence. The
following proposition shows thatEBi(Fi∪λi) is the smallest superset ofFi∪λi closed
under the belief rulesBi interpreted as inference rules.

Proposition 1. Let E0
Bi

(Fi ∪ λi) = Fi ∪ λi andEj
Bi

(Fi ∪ λi) = Ej−1
Bi

(Fi ∪ λi) ∪
Bi(CnAW (Ej−1

Bi
(Fi ∪ λi))) for j > 0. We haveEBi(Fi ∪ λi) = ∪∞j=0E

j
Bi

(Fi ∪ λi).

The following example illustrates that extensions can be inconsistent.

Example 1.Let Bi = {> ⇒ p, a ⇒ ¬p}, Fi = ∅, andλi = {a}, where> stands for
any tautology likep ∨ ¬p. We haveEBi(∅) = {p} andEBi(Fi ∪ λi) = {a, p,¬p},
which means that the belief extension ofFi ∪ λi is inconsistent.

Although decisions with inconsistent belief consequences are not feasible decisions, we
consider them, besides decisions with consistent consequences, as possible decisions.
Feasible decisions are defined by excluding decisions that have inconsistent belief con-
sequences.

Definition 5 (Feasible Decisions).Let AS = 〈S, F,B, D,≥, λ0〉 be an agent system
specification,Λi and Λ̃i be the set of possible decisions and a set of possible logically
non-equivalent decisions for agentαi ∈ S, respectively. The set of feasible decisions of
agentαi, denoted byΛf

i , is the subset of its possible decisionsΛi that have consistent
belief consequences, i.e.,Λf

i = {λi | λi ∈ Λi & EBi(Fi ∪ λi) is consistent}. A set of
logically non-equivalent feasible decisions of agentαi, denoted bỹΛf

i , is the subset of
a set of possible non-equivalent decisionsΛ̃i that have consistent belief consequences,
i.e. Λ̃f

i = {λi | λi ∈ Λ̃i & EBi(Fi ∪ λi) is consistent}.
The following example illustrates the decisions of a single agent.



Example 2.Let A1 = {a, b, c, d}, W = {p, q} andAS = 〈S, F, B, D,≥, λ0〉 with
S = {α1}, F1 = ∅, B1 = {b ⇒ q, c ⇒ p, d ⇒ ¬p}, D1 = {b ⇒ p, d ⇒ ¬q},
≥1 = ∅ < {b ⇒ p} < {d ⇒ ¬q} < {b ⇒ p, d ⇒ ¬q}, andλ0

1 = {a}. Note that
the consequents of allB1 rules are sentences ofLW . We have due to the definition of
EB1(F1 ∪ λ1), for example, the following logically non-equivalent decisions.
EB1(F1 ∪ {a}) = {a}, EB1(F1 ∪ {a, b}) = {a, b, q},
EB1(F1 ∪ {a, c}) = {a, c, p}, EB1(F1 ∪ {a, d}) = {a, d,¬p},
EB1(F1 ∪ {a, b, c}) = {a, b, c, p, q}, EB1(F1 ∪ {a, b, d}) = {a, b, d,¬p, q},
EB1(F1 ∪ {a, c, d}) = {a, c, d, p,¬p}, EB1(F1 ∪ {a, b, c, d}) = {a, b, c, d, p,¬p, q}, . . .
Therefore{a, c, d} and{a, b, c, d} are infeasibleAS decisions, because their belief ex-
tensions are inconsistent. Continued in Example 4.

2.3 Multiagent decisions

In the previous subsection, we have defined the set of decisions, sets of logically non-
equivalent decisions, the set of feasible decisions, and sets of logically non-equivalent
feasible decisions for one single agent. In this section, we concentrate on multiagent
decisions, which are also called decision profiles, and distinguish various types of mul-
tiagent decisions.

Definition 6. Let AS = 〈S, F,B, D,≥, λ0〉 be an agent system specification where
S = {α1, . . . , αn}. Let alsoΛi and Λ̃i be the set of possible decisions and a set of
logically non-equivalent decisions for agentαi ∈ S, respectively. The set of possible
decision profiles and a set of logically non-equivalentAS decision profiles areΛ =
Λ1 × . . . × Λn and Λ̃ = Λ̃1 × . . . × Λ̃n, respectively. AnAS decision profile (i.e., a
multiagent decision)λ is a tuple〈λ1, . . . , λn〉, whereλi ∈ Λi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

According to definition 5, the feasibility of decisions of individual agents is formulated
in terms of the consistency of the extension that is calculated based on the decision and
its own facts and beliefs. In a multiagent setting the feasibility of decisions of a single
agent depends also on the decisions of other agents. For example, if an agent decides to
open a door while another agent decides to close it, then the combined decision can be
considered as infeasible. In order to capture the feasibility of multiagent decisions, we
consider the feasibility of decision profiles which depends on whether agents’ beliefs,
facts, and decisions are private or public.

Definition 7. LetAS = 〈S, F,B,D,≥, λ0〉 whereS = {α1, . . . , αn}. A decision pro-
file λ = 〈λ1, . . . , λn〉 is feasible ifEB(F ∪ λ) is consistent. Below, eight ways to
calculateEB(F ∪ λ) are distinguished.
1. EB1∪...∪Bn(F1 ∪ λ1 ∪ . . . Fn ∪ λn), i.e., public beliefs, facts, and decisions
2.

⋃
i EB1∪...∪Bn(F1 ∪ . . . Fn ∪ λi), i.e., public beliefs and facts, private decisions

3.
⋃

i EB1∪...∪Bn(Fi ∪ λ1 ∪ . . . ∪ λn), i.e., public beliefs and decisions, private facts
4.

⋃
i EB1∪...∪Bn(Fi ∪ λi), i.e., public beliefs, private facts and decisions

5.
⋃

i EBi(F1 ∪ λ1 ∪ . . . Fn ∪ λn), i.e., public facts and decisions, private beliefs
6.

⋃
i EBi(Fi ∪ λ1 ∪ . . . ∪ λn), i.e., public decisions, private beliefs and facts

7.
⋃

i EBi(F1 ∪ . . . Fn ∪ λi), i.e., public facts, private beliefs and decisions
8.

⋃
i EBi(Fi ∪ λi), i.e., private beliefs, facts, and decisions



Given one of these definitions ofEB(F ∪ λ), the set of feasible decisions and a set of
logically non-equivalent feasible decisions profiles are denoted byΛf andΛ̃f , respec-
tively.

Another way to explain these definitions of the feasibility of decision profiles is in
terms of communication between agents. The agents communicate their beliefs, facts,
or decisions and through this communication decision profiles become infeasible. The
following example illustrates the feasibility of decision profiles according to the eight
variations.

Example 3.LetA1 = {a}, A2 = {b}, W = {p} andAS = 〈{α1, α2}, F,B,D,≥, λ0〉
with F1 = F2 = ∅, B1 = {b ⇒ p}, B2 = {a ⇒ ¬p}, D1 = D2 = ∅, ≥ is the
universal relation, andλ0

1 = λ0
2 = ∅. Note that the only belief of each agent is about

the consequence of the decisions that can be taken by the other agent. The following
four AS decision profiles are possible; the numbers associated to the following decision
profiles indicate according to which definitions ofEB(F ∪ λ) the decision profileλ is
feasible: 〈∅, ∅〉 : 1 . . . 8 〈{a}, ∅〉 : 1 . . . 8 〈∅, {b}〉 : 1 . . . 8 〈{a}, {b}〉 : 7, 8
Since the consequence of decisions that can be taken by each agent is captured by the
belief of the other agent, the decision profile〈λ1, λ2〉 = 〈{a}, {b}〉 is only feasible
when the two agents do not communicate their beliefs and decisions, i.e.,
7. EB(F ∪ λ) = EB1(F1 ∪ F2 ∪ λ1)

⋃
EB2(F1 ∪ F2 ∪ λ2) = {a}⋃{b} = {a, b}.

8. EB(F ∪ λ) = EB1(F1 ∪ λ1)
⋃

EB2(F2 ∪ λ2) = {a}⋃{b} = {a, b}.
In all other cases, the decision profile〈{a}, {b}〉 will be infeasible sinceEB(F ∪ λ) =
{a, p, b,¬p} is inconsistent.

In general, agents may communicate their beliefs, facts, and decisions only to some, but
not all, agents. The set of agents to which an agent communicates its beliefs, facts, and
decisions depend on the communication network between agents. In order to define the
feasibility of decision profiles in terms of communication, one need to restrict the union
operators in various definition ofEB(F ∪λ) to subsets of agents that can communicate
with each other. In this paper, we do not study this further requirement.

Various definitions ofEB(F ∪ λ), as proposed in definition 7, are related to each
other with respect to the public-/privateness of beliefs, facts, and decisions.

Definition 8. A definitionD of EB(F ∪λ), as given in definition 7, is more public than
another definitionD′ of EB(F ∪ λ), written asD′ vp D, if and only if all aspects (i.e.,
beliefs, facts, and decisions) that are public inD′ are also public inD.

The definition results a lattice structure on the eight definitions ofEB(F ∪ λ), as illus-
trated in Figure 1. The top of the lattice is the definition ofEB(F ∪ λ) according to
which beliefs, facts, and decisions of agents are communicated to each other, and the
bottom of the lattice is the definition ofEB(F∪λ) according to which beliefs, facts, and
decisions of agents are not communicated. This lattice shows that the more-public-than
relation is the same as subset relation on the public aspects.

Proposition 2. Let D andD′ be two definitions ofEB(F ∪ λ) such thatD′ vp D.
The feasibility of decision profiles persists under thevp relation, i.e., for all decision
profilesλ andλ′ if the decision profileλ is feasible w.r.t. the definitionD, then it is also
feasible w.r.t. the definitionD′.
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⋃
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(Fi ∪ λ1 ∪ . . . ∪ λn)

Fig. 1. Different definition forEB(F ∪ λ) and their internal structures.

This proposition states that if a decision is feasible when aspects are public, the decision
remains feasible when public aspects become private. The following proposition states
that communication is relevant for the feasibility of decisions only if the agent system
specification consists of more than one agent.

Proposition 3. Let AS = 〈S, F,B, D,≥, λ0〉 be an agent system specification where
|S| = 1, i.e., there exists only one agent. If a decisionλ is feasible according one
definition ofEB(F ∪ λ), then it is feasible according to all definitions ofEB(F ∪ λ).

In this sequel, we proceed with the definition ofEB(F ∪λ) where agents’ facts, beliefs,
and decisions are assumed to be private, i.e.,EB(F ∪ λ) =

⋃
i EBi(Fi ∪ λi).

2.4 Agent preferences

In this section we introduce a way to compare decisions. Decisions are compared by
sets of desire rules that are not reached by the decisions. A desirex ⇒ y is unreached
by a decision if the expected consequences of the decision implyx but noty3.

Definition 9 (Comparing decision profiles).Let AS = 〈S, F, B,D,≥, λ0〉, λ be a
AS decision profile, andEB(F ∪ λ) =

⋃
i EBi(Fi ∪ λi). The unreached desires ofλ

for agentαi are: Ui(λ) = {x ⇒ y ∈ Di | EB(F ∪ λ) |= x andEB(F ∪ λ) 6|= y}.
Decision profileλ is at least as good as decision profileλ′ for agentαi, written as
λ ≥U

i λ′, iff Ui(λ′) ≥i Ui(λ). Decision profileλ is equivalent to decision profileλ′ for
agentαi, written asλ ≈U

i λ′, iff λ ≥U
i λ′ and λ′ ≥U

i λ. Decision profileλ dominates
decision profileλ′ for agentαi, written asλ >U

i λ′, iff λ ≥U
i λ′ andλ′ 6≥U

i λ.

Thus, a decision profileλ is preferred by agentαi to decision profileλ′ if the set of
unreached desire rules byλ is less preferred byαi to the set of unreached desire rules
by λ′. Note that the set of unreached desire rules for an infeasible decision is the whole
set of desire rules such that all infeasible decision profiles are equally preferred for each
agent. The following continuation of Example 2 illustrates the comparison of decisions.

Example 4(Continued).In example 2, the agent system specification consists of only
one agent such that each decision profile consists only of decisions of one agent. Below

3 The comparison can also be based on the set of violated or reached desires. The desire rule is
violated or reached if these consequences implyx ∧ ¬y or x ∧ y, respectively.



are some decision profiles and their corresponding sets of unreached desire rules:
U1(〈{a}〉) = ∅, U1(〈{a, b}〉) = {b ⇒ p}, U1(〈{a, c}〉) = ∅,
U1(〈{a, d}〉) = {d ⇒ ¬q}, U1(〈{a, b, c}〉) = ∅, U1(〈{a, b, d}〉) = {b ⇒ p , d ⇒ ¬q},
U1(〈{a, c, d}〉) = ∅, U1(〈{a, b, c, d}〉) = ∅, . . .

We thus have for example that the decision profile〈{a, c}〉 dominates the decision
profile 〈{a, b}〉, 〈{a, b}〉 dominates〈{a, d}〉, and〈{a, d}〉 dominates〈{a, b, d}〉, i.e.,
{a, c} >U

1 {a, b} >U
1 {a, d} >U

1 {a, b, d}. Moreover,〈{a}〉, 〈{a, c}〉, and〈{a, b, c}〉
are equivalent, i.e.,〈{a}〉 ≈ 〈{a, c}〉 ≈ 〈{a, b, c}〉.
In Example 2, the decision profiles〈{a, c, d}〉 and〈{a, b, c, d}〉 are infeasible and there-
fore have the whole set of desire rules as the set of unreached desire rules. A problem
with defining the unreached based ordering on infeasible decisions is that the unreached
based ordering cannot differentiate between some feasible decisions, e.g.,〈{a, b, c}〉,
and infeasible decisions, e.g.,〈{a, c, d}〉.

The following proposition states that the agent’s ordering on decision profiles based
on unreached desire rules is a preference ordering.

Proposition 4. Let AS = 〈S, F, B, D,≥, λ0〉 be an agent system specification. For
each agent, the ordering on decision profiles based on the set of unreached desire rules
is a preorder.

3 From Agent System Specifications to Game Specifications

In this subsection, we consider interactions between agents based on agent system spec-
ifications, their corresponding agent decisions, and the ordering on the decisions as ex-
plained in previous subsections. Agents select optimal decisions under the assumption
that other agents do likewise. This makes the definition of an optimal decision circular,
and game theory therefore restricts its attention to equilibria. For example, a decision
is a Nash equilibrium if no agent can reach a better (local) decision by changing its
own decision. The most used concepts from game theory are Pareto efficient decisions,
dominant decisions and Nash decisions. We first repeat some standard notations from
game theory [8].

In the sequel, we consider only strategic games, which is described in [8] as follows:
A strategic game is a model of interactive decision making in which each decision maker
chooses his plan of action once and for all, and these choices are made simultaneously.
For strategic games, we useδi to denote a decision (strategy) of agentαi and δ =
〈δ1, . . . , δn〉 to denote a decision (strategy) profile containing one decision (strategy) for
each agent. We useδ−i to denote the decision profile of all agents except the decision
of agentαi, and(δ−i, δ

′
i) to denote a decision profile which is the same asδ except that

the decision of agenti from δ is replaced with the decisionδ′i. Finally, we use∆ to
denote the set of all possible decision profiles for agentsα1, . . . , αn and∆i to denote
the set of possible decisions for agentαi.

Definition 10 (Strategic Game Specification [8]).A strategic game specification is a
tuple〈N, ∆,≥gs〉 whereN = {α1, . . . , αn} is a set of agents,∆ ⊆ ∆1× . . .×∆n for
∆i is a set of decisions of agentαi, and≥gs= 〈≥gs

1 , . . . ,≥gs
n 〉, for≥gs

i is the preference
order of agentαi on∆. The preference order≥gs

i is reflexive, transitive, and complete.



We now define a mappingAS2AG from the specification of an agent system to the
specification of a strategic game. This mapping is based on the correspondence be-
tween logically non-equivalent feasible decisions from an agent system specification
and agents’ decisions in strategic game specifications, and between agents’ preference
orderings in both specifications. We have chosen to make a correspondence based on
the logically non-equivalent decisions (and not possible decisions) since otherwise the
resulting strategic game specification contain logically equivalent decisions profiles.

Definition 11 (AS2AG). Let S = {α1, . . . , αn}, AS = 〈S, F,B, D,≥, λ0〉, Λ̃f be a
set ofAS logically non-equivalent feasible decision profiles according to Definition 7
and for a given definition ofEB(F ∪ λ) (i.e.,

⋃
i EBi

(Fi ∪ λi)), and≥U
i be theAS

preference order of agentαi defined onΛ̃f according to definition 9. The strategic game
specification ofAS is GS = 〈N,∆,≥gs〉 if there exists a bijjective functiong fromAS

to GS such thatg : S → N , g : Λ̃f → ∆, andg :≥U→≥gs.

Example 5.Let α1 andα2 be two agents,F1 = F2 = ∅, and initial decisionsλ0
1 =

λ0
2 = ∅. They have the following beliefs en desires:B1 = {a ⇒ p}, D1 = {> ⇒

p,> ⇒ q}, ∅ ≥1 {> ⇒ q} ≥1 {> ⇒ p} ≥1 {> ⇒ p,> ⇒ q}, B2 = {b ⇒ q},
D2 = {q ⇒ ¬p, p ⇒ ¬q}, ∅ ≥2 {q ⇒ ¬p} ≥2 {p ⇒ ¬q} ≥2 {p ⇒ ¬q,⇒ ¬p}. Let
λ be feasible decision profile according to any of the eight formulations ofEB(F ∪ λ)
as proposed in definition 7, andUi(λ) be the set of unreached desires for agentαi and
decision profileλ.
λ EB(F ∪ λ) U1(λ) U2(λ)
〈∅, ∅〉 ∅ {> ⇒ p,> ⇒ q} ∅,
〈∅, {b}〉 {q} {> ⇒ p} {q ⇒ ¬p}
〈{a}, ∅〉 {p} {> ⇒ q} {p ⇒ ¬q}
〈{a}, {b}〉 {p, q} ∅ {p ⇒ ¬q, q ⇒ ¬p}
According to definition 9 the preference ordering over possible decision profiles for
agentα1 is 〈{a}, {b}〉 ≥U

1 〈{a}, ∅〉 ≥U
1 〈∅, {b}〉 ≥U

1 〈∅, ∅〉, and for agentα2 is
〈∅, ∅〉 ≥U

2 〈∅, {b}〉 ≥U
2 〈{a}, ∅〉 ≥U

2 〈{a}, {b}〉. Consider now the following map-
ping fromAS to GS based on the bijective functiong defined asg(αi) = αi ∀αi ∈
S, g(λ) = λ ∀λ ∈ Λ̃f , andg(≥U

i ) =≥U
i for i = 1, 2. The resulting strategic game

specification ofAS is GS = 〈N, ∆,≥gs〉, whereN = {g(αi) | αi ∈ S}, ∆ =
{g(λ) | λ ∈ Λ̃f}, and≥gs= 〈g(≥U

1 ), g(≥U
2 )〉.

We now use the mapping fromAS to GS and consider different types of decision
profiles which are similar to types of decision (strategy) profiles from game theory.

Definition 12. [8] Let Λ̃f be a set of logically non-equivalent feasible decision profiles
that is derived from theAS specification of an agent system andGS be the strategic
game specification ofAS based on the mappingg. A feasibleAS decision profileλ ∈
Λ̃f is Pareto decisionif g(λ) = δ is a pareto decision inGS, i.e., if there is noδ′ ∈ ∆
for whichδ′i >gs

i δi for all agentsαi ∈ N . A feasibleAS is strongly Pareto decision
if g(λ) = δ is a strongly Pareto decision inGS, i.e., if there is noδ′ ∈ ∆ for which
δ′i ≥gs

i δi for all agentsαi andδ′j >gs
j δj for some agentsαj . A feasibleAS is weak

dominant decision if g(λ) = δ is a weak dominant decision inGS, i.e., if for all
δ′ ∈ ∆ and for every agentαi it holds: (δ′−i, δi) ≥gs

i (δ′−i, δ
′
i). A feasibleAS is strong



dominant decision if for all δ′ ∈ ∆ and for every agentαi it holds: (δ′−i, δi) >gs
i

(δ′−i, δ
′
i). Finally, a feasibleAS is Nash decisionif g(λ) = δ is a Nash decision inGS,

i.e., if for all agentsαi it holds: (δ−i, δi) ≥gs
i (δ−i, δ

′
i) for all δ′i ∈ ∆i.

It is a well known fact that Pareto decisions exist (for finite games), whereas dominant
decisions do not have to exist. Consider the strategic game specificationGS which is
derived from the agent system specificationAS in Example 5. None of the decision
profiles inGS are dominant decisions.

Starting from an agent system specification, we can derive the strategic game spec-
ification and in this game specification we can use standard techniques to for example
find the Pareto decisions. The problem with this approach is that the translation from
an agent system specification to a strategic game specification is computationally ex-
pensive. For example, a compact agent representation with only a few belief and desire
rules may lead to a huge set of decisions if the number of decision variables is high. A
challenge of qualitative game theory is therefore whether we can bypass the translation
to strategic game specification, and define properties directly on the agent system spec-
ification. For example, are there particular properties of agent system specification for
which we can prove that there always exists a dominant decision for its corresponding
derived game specification? An example is the case in which the agents have the same
individual agent specification, because in that case the game reduces to single agent
decision making. In this paper we do not pursue this challenge, but we consider the
expressive power of agent specifications.

4 From Game Specifications to Agent Specifications

In this section the question is raised whether the notion of agent system specification is
expressive enough for strategic game specifications, that is, whether for each possible
strategic game specification there is an agent system specification that can be mapped on
it. We prove this property in the following way. First, we define a mapping from strategic
game specifications to agent system specifications. Second, we show that the composite
mapping from strategic game specifications to agent system specifications and back to
strategic game specifications is the identity relation. The second step shows that if a
strategic game specificationGS is mapped in step 1 on agent system specificationAS,
then this agent system specificationAS can be mapped onGS. Thus, it shows that there
is a mapping from agent system specifications to strategic game specifications for every
strategic game specificationGS.

Unlike the second step, the composite mapping from agent system specifications to
strategic game specifications and back to agent system specifications is not the identity
relation. This is a direct consequence of the fact that there are distinct agent system
specifications that are mapped on the same strategic game specification. For example,
agent system specifications in which the variable names are uniformly substituted by
new names. The mapping from strategic game specifications to agent system specifica-
tions consists of the following steps. 1) The set of agents from strategic game specifi-
cation is the set of agents for the agent system specification. 2) For each agent in the
agent system specification a set of decision variables is introduced that will generate
the set of decisions of the agent in the strategic game specification. 3) For each agent



in the agent system specification a set of desire rules and a preference ordering on the
powerset of the set of desire rules are introduced, such that they generate the preference
order on decision profiles for the agent in the strategic game specification.

According to definition 10, the ingredients of the specification of strategic games
are agents identifiers, agents decisions, and the preference ordering of each agent on
decision profiles. For each decisionδi ∈ ∆i of each agentαi in a strategic game spec-
ification GS we introduce a separate decision variabledi for the corresponding agent
αi in the agent system specificationAS. The set of introduced decision variables for
agentαi is denoted byAi. The propositional languageLAi

, which is based onAi, spec-
ifies the set of possibleAS decisions for agentαi. However,LAi specifies moreAS
decisions thanGS decisions since it can combine decision variables with conjunction
and negation. In order to avoid additional decisions for each agent, we design the initial
decisions for each agent such that possible decisions are characterized by one and only
one decision variable. In particular, the initial decisionλ0

i of agentαi is specified as
follows: λ0

i = {∨k dk , d → ¬d′ | dk ∈ Ai & d 6= d′ & d, d′ ∈ Ai}. Moreover, the set
of decision profiles of strategic game specifications is a subset of all possible decision
profiles, i.e.,∆ ⊆ ∆1 × . . . ×∆n. This implies that we need to excludeAS decision
profiles that correspond with the excluded decision profiles inGS. For this reason, we
introduce belief rules for relevant agents to make excluded decision profile infeasible in
AS. For example, suppose in a strategic game specification with two agentsα1 andα2

the decision profile is excluded, i.e.,(δ1, δ2) 6∈ ∆, and thatdi is the introduced decision
variable forδi for i = {1, 2}. Then, we introduce a new parameterp ∈ W and add
one belief formula for each agent as follows:d1 ⇒ p ∈ B1 & d2 ⇒ ¬p ∈ B2. Note
that in this example the decision profile(d1, d2) in AS is not a feasible decision profile
anymore.

We use the preference ordering≥gs
i of each agentαi, defined on the set of decision

profiles∆ of the strategic game specification, and introduce a set of desire rulesDi

together with a preference ordering≥i on the powerset ofDi for agentαi. The set
of desire rules for an agent and its corresponding preference ordering are designed in
such a way that if the set of unreached desire rules for a decision in the agent system
specification are more preferred than the set of unreached desire rules for a second
decision, then the first decision is less preferred than the second one (see definition 9).

Definition 13. Let GS = 〈N, ∆,≥gs〉 be a strategic game specification whereN =
{α1, . . . , αn} is the set of agents,∆ ⊆ ∆1 × . . . × ∆n is the set of decision pro-
files,≥gs= 〈≥gs

1 , . . . ,≥gs
n 〉 consists of the preference orderings of agents on∆, and∨¬d−i = ¬d1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬di−1 ∨ ¬di+1 . . . ∨ ¬dn. Then,AS = 〈S, ∅, B, D,≥, λ0〉

is the agent system specification derived fromGS, whereB = 〈B1, . . . , Bn〉, D =
〈D1, . . . , Dn〉, λ0 = 〈λ0

1, . . . , λ
0
n〉,≥= 〈≥1, . . . ,≥n〉, andS = N , Ai = {d | d is a

decision variable forδ ∈ ∆i}, W = {p1, . . . , pn} with parameter for each infeasible
decision profile,λ0

i = {∨k dk, d → ¬d′ | dk ∈ Ai & d 6= d′ & d, d′ ∈ Ai}, (di ⇒
p) ∈ Bi&(dj ⇒ ¬p) ∈ Bj ∀(δi, δj) 6∈ ∆ & di ∈ Ai & dj ∈ Aj & p ∈ W , and
Di = {di ⇒

∨¬d−i | ∀δ = 〈δ1, . . . , δn〉 ∈ ∆}. The preference relation≥i de-
fined onPow(Di) is characterized as follows: 1)s ≥i ∅ for all s ∈ Pow(Di), 2)
{di ⇒

∨¬d−i} ≥i {d′i ⇒
∨¬d′−i} iff δ′ ≥gs

i δ, and 3)s′ ≥i s for all s, s′ ∈
Pow(Di) & |s| ≤ 1 & |s′| > 1.



In this definition, the setDi is designed in the context of ordering on decisions based
on unreached desire rules, as it is defined in Definition 9. In particular, for agentαi we
define for each decision variable a desire rule that will be unreached as the only desire
rule by exactly one decision profile. This is the construction ofDi in this definition.
Then, we use the reverse of the preference ordering from the strategic game specifica-
tion, which was defined on decision profiles, to order the unreached (singletons) sets of
desire rules. Since each decision profile has exactly one unreached desire rule, the pref-
erence ordering≥gs

i on decision profiles can be directly used as a preference ordering
on unreached sets of desire rules, which in turn is the reverse of the preference ordering
≥i defined on the powerset of the setDi of desire rules. This is realized by the last three
items of this definition. The first item indicates that any desire rule is more preferred
than no desire rule∅. The second item indicates that if a decision profileδ′ is preferred
over a decision profileδ according to the unreached desire rules, then the desire rules
that are unreached byδ are preferred over the desire rules that are unreached byδ′. Fi-
nally, the last item guarantees that the characterized preference ordering≥i is complete
by indicating that all other sets of of desire rules are preferred over the singletons of
desire rules (sets consisting of only one desire rule) and the empty set of desire rules.

The following proposition shows that the mapping from strategic game specifica-
tions to agent system specifications leads to the desired identity relation for the com-
posite relation.

Proposition 5. LetGS be a strategic game specification as in Definition 10. Moreover,
let AS be the derived agent system specification as defined in Definition 13. The appli-
cation of the mapping from agent system specification to strategic game specification,
as defined in Definition 11, mapsAS to GS.

Proof. Assume any particularGS. Construct theAS as above. Now apply Definition
9. The unreached desires of decisionδ for agentαi are Ui(δ) = {x ⇒ y ∈ D |
EB(F ∪ δ) |= x andEB(F ∪ δ) 6|= y}. The subset ordering on these sets of unreached
desires reflects exactly the original ordering on decisions.

The following theorem follows directly from the proposition.

Theorem 1. The set of agent system specifications with empty set of facts is expressive
enough for strategic game specifications.

Proof. Follows from construction in Proposition 5.

The above construction raises the question whether other sets of agent system specifi-
cations are complete too, such as for example the set of agent system specifications in
which the set of desires contains only desire-to-be desires. We leave these questions for
further research.

5 Concluding remarks

In this paper we introduce agent system specifications based on belief and desire rules,
and we show how various kinds of strategic games can be played (depending on whether



the beliefs, desires and decisions are public or private), and we show how for each
possible strategic game an agent specification can be defined that plays that game. The
agent system specification we propose is relatively simple, but the extension of the
results to more complex agent system specifications seems straightforward. We believe
that such results give new insights in the alternative theories which are now developed
in artificial intelligence, agent theory and cognitive science.

Our work is typical for a line of research knows as qualitative decision theory which
aims at closing the gap between on the one hand classical decision and game theory,
and on the other hand alternative theories developed in artificial intelligence, agent the-
ory and cognitive science. Our main result is in our opinion not the particular technical
results of this paper, but their illustration how the classical and alternative theories can
use each others’ results. Our motivation comes from the analysis of rule-based agent
architectures, which have recently been introduced. However, the results of this paper
may be relevant for a much wider audience. For example, Dennett [6] argues that au-
tomated systems can be analyzed using concepts from folk psychology like beliefs and
desires. Our work may be used in the formal foundations of this ‘intentional stance’.

There are several topics for further research. The most interesting question is whether
belief and desire rules are fundamental, or whether they in turn can be represented by
some other construct. Other topics for further research are the development of an incre-
mental any-time algorithm to find optimal decisions, the development of computation-
ally attractive fragments of the logic, and heuristics of the optimization problem.
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